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Our Book 
on 
teaching 
kids about 
doing 
data 
analysis 
more 
effectively. 



STEM Design Testing & Data

Source: https://www.carolina.com/teacher-resources/Interactive/the-engineering-
design-cycle-and-ngss-dimension-1-engineering-practices/tr41418.tr



Student science inquiry activities 
often have one thing in 
common…Data
Every teacher knows that students 
have difficulty deciding what type of 
graph to use

If we tell them, they can often do 
the mechanics properly…



But what if we leave it to them? 
In the Grass Count Lab groups of 
students were asked to estimate, 
by sampling strategies, the # of 
blades of grass in a small 5m x 10 
m plot. 

Data was summarized on the data 
projector in a table 

Students from the next year class 
were then asked the question: 

“How do the # of blades of grass 
in the first year compare to the 
second year? Depict in a graph.”

Group # Year 1 Year 2

1 # #

2 # #

3 # #

4 # #

5 # #

… # #

10 # #



Sorted Tables, force fit to bar charts

Group # Year 1 Year 2

1 # #

2 # #

3 # #

4 # #

5 # #

… # #

10 # #



Sample # across bottom??



But what if we leave it to them? 
What did we expect? 

That an average would be 
calculated and a 2 bar graph 
showing the average for Year 1 
versus Year 2 would be shown.

Only 2 groups out of 10 did this. 

In multiple years.  

Group # Year 1 Year 2

1 # #

2 # #

3 # #

4 # #

5 # #

… # #

Average # #



Soooo, if we leave it to them? Then they can have 
difficulty choosing whether to use a graph at all, 
and if they do they have trouble choosing….

•Bar chart

•Line chart

•Scatterplot chart



But…

There’s something I didn’t tell you….



But what if we leave it to them?

Elizabeth lost her field notebook, 
and you found it.  You wanted to 
know the patterns she had found, 
but besides the map there was no 
additional information.  Based on 
the information provided, 

1.what patterns, if any, do you
see?

2.what claims would you make?

3.how would you support your 
claims?



Even when the data fits in a neat table…

Bramble Coverage Light Intensity

0% 500

10% 750

10% 1000

15% 1250

30% 500

30% 1500

40% 1200



But…

There’s something I didn’t tell you….



But…

There’s something I didn’t tell you….

….that I probably should tell you…

….about these students….

…..they’re university graduates with BSc degrees. 



So, why? Why do students at any level often
have such difficulty deciding on which 

graph to use?

There is some research on this…



What this research shows is that students have 
difficulty remembering the “order” of variable 

(although they may not know what that is), and the 
type of graph typically used in science 

with that variable.

What do we mean by “order” of variable?



What this research shows is that students have 
difficulty remembering the “order” of variable 

(although they may not know what that is), and the 
type of graph typically used in science 

with that variable.

Probably because it hasn’t been taught to them.

What do we mean by “order” of variable?



Science data typically falls into three types:

Variable Type Description Example

Nominal Un-ordered Category Dogs vs Cats

Ordinal Ordered Category Relative Sizes of Coffee 
Cups

Interval/Ratio Measures or Counts Volume in mL



Science data typically falls into three types:

Scatterplots are the most common type of graph used in 
science research, because they help construct more complex 
mathematical models. 

Variable Type Description Typical Graph Type

Nominal Un-ordered Category Bar Chart/Histogram

Ordinal Ordered Category Line Chart

Interval/Ratio Measures or Counts Scatterplot



In this session we are going to have you 
work on an activity that we have 
developed (and tested) to help students 
remember the relationship between 
“order” of variables and the type of graph 
typically used with each in science.



These activities use inexpensive and easy-to-
acquire bits…

•Disposable cups (plastic, styrofoam, paper)

•Rulers with grooves

•Marbles

•Paper (or other “surface” material)



And although in this “virtual” environment we only 
have the bare minimum of materials, in your own 
use in a classroom you might play with “stacking the 
environment” so that your students (as they are 
capable) can make decisions about which resources 
to select….such as by providing a broader range of 
cups than minimally needed for the activity.



Stacking the 
environment….



The basic setup of the activity looks like this
from the side…

The books being different heights (as stacks of books in any 
classroom would be) is another “stacking the environment” example. 



So why is this “stacking” important? 

It leads to variations in patterns between student 
groups. 

This has several benefits…

Since students are not expecting to get the “same” 
result as other groups, they’re more likely to argue 
from their own data meaning they’re less inclined to 
copy the findings of others (or “fake” their findings). 



Focus Question:

How does the material the cup is made from affect 
how far a cup is pushed by the marble? 

i) Set up your eqpt as per the example I’ll give, draw a 
“baseline” with a marker.

ii) Put the leading edge of cup at line. (why?)

iii) Make sure 3 different cup materials, and that there 
are holes in the side of cup.

iv) Determine list of controlled variables (things you keep 
the same) (usually within your group). 



This is the basic setup….

[stop here, demo]



Focus Question:

How does the material the cup is made from affect 
how far a cup is pushed by the marble? 

i) Set up your eqpt as per the example I’ll give, draw a 
“baseline” with a marker.

ii) Put the leading edge of cup at line. (why?)

iii) Make sure 3 different cup materials, and that there 
are holes in the side of cup.

iv) Determine list of controlled variables (things you keep 
the same) (usually within your group). 



Then…..

With “tics” for the cups spaced out equally along the 
baseline, roll your marble down the ramp and 
record “tics” where your cup stops….these often 
form a rough oval.  

Conduct a # of trials so that you can argue that 
you’ve accounted for the “normal” range of 
variation. 

[demo first few]



This is a view from the top, on the 2nd type of cup 
when looking at “category” variables….



After you’ve done all three cup types….
…draw the circles, and then the “bar” lines



When you turn that data depiction around 90 
degrees it starts to look a lot more like a graph 
and you can do an analysis of the data on the 
“graph”.

In fact….



Analysis….
If you are 
comparing the 
distances of 
three different 
groups 
(independent 
variables) 
then you are 
doing the 
functional 
equivalent of 
an F-test or 
ANOVA!!



Analysis….
So, how 
would you go 
about 
interpreting 
this “graph”?

In a 
“traditional” 
interpretation 
a difference in 
“means” is a 
difference in 
outcomes. 

But….



Analysis….
So, how 
would you go 
about 
interpreting 
this “graph”?

What it’s 
really all about 
is the amount 
of overlap in 
the data 
circles…



What would it look like if you were 
comparing interval-ratio variables? 

For instance, if you used “stacked”
cups then you would have interval-
ratio variables….



“S
lip

pi
e

s”

# of Stacked Cups

This scan of a graph by 
students interpreting the 
“interval/ratio” data they 
collected examined the 
“range” they would 
predict 2-1/2 cups would 
be pushed to. 

Ideas of variable 
construction (“slippies”) 
and 
prediction/interpolation 
of ranges (so implicitly 
probability) are evident. 

NOTE the “trend bar” 
to help describe the 
variation in response.



Much more on these topics 
can be found in…

These books have 
further details on this 
type of analysis 
(especially the center 
book), and other 
examples. 

There’s also the 
POE book to get 
kids started on data 
collection and 
analysis activities….


